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What makes a typeface interesting
Familiarity breeds contempt, in many things, including typefaces. It’s easy to cite the overuse of 
Arial, Times New Roman and Helvetica, but the reality is that they all have their place. All typefaces 
can be interesting, if the composition and context is right, except perhaps Party font and Chalkduster 
which are usually gruesome, no matter what the context.  Classic fonts like Gill Sans (maybe my 
favourite?) are great when carefully used, and aligned. The management of pictorial elements makes 
all the difference in viewing a typeface, and how interesting it appears, and this includes all sorts of 
elements such as hierarchy, use of line, colour and tone, to mention a few. Post modern typefaces 
include self consciously hand rendered type which is now firmly embedded in the graphic tradition, 
no longer simply zeitgeist. I noted that Chester Zoo has adopted a hand rendered type and overall 
design as it’s brand, and it’s refreshing and relates well to its largely young audience. A strand of 
type design I love is the 3D variety, using objects to create type, like leaves and twigs, matchsticks, 
pancakes(!) and paper clips, such as the heading in this article.



How a typeface is constructed
Letter forms

Serif or San Serif?
Serif fonts have variable stroke widths, head and tail serifs and more elaborate terminals. They are seen as 
formal and old fashioned. On the other hand the heads and tails can help the flow of reading. San Serif fonts 
are more uniform in their stroke width, have no serifs and fewer decorative elements. They are functional 
and modern looking. There are great for clear signage and headings, and sometimes as body text. Classic 
serif fonts are Times New Roman, xx, and xx. Classic San Serif fonts are The ubiquitous Helvetica, plus 
Arial, Gill Sans and xxx.



Question marks
There is debate about how the question mark came into being, but I like the idea that it grew from an 
abbreviation of the Latin ‘questio’, which was abbreviated to Q and O and that then the Q was placed above 
the O, which eventually morphed into a question mark. What is not in dispute is that this elegant glyph is 
under used, in contrast to the exclamation mark which is over used. The question mark frames the tone of 
a sentence. In Spanish an upside down question mark is placed at the beginning of a question and a right 
side up question mark at the end of a sentence, emphasising the importance of reading the tone of the the 
sentence as interrogative. In English we are expected to scan the whole sentence before reading, picking up 
the fact that it’s a question before embarking on it. The role of the question mark is key to the tone of a text, 
and enriches literature.


